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Making MYOB
Stocktake a Cinch

TM

Do all your staff suddenly
apply for leave when you
mention stocktake?
That's because you're not using

. Conducting a stocktake can be difficult and
"I continue to be impressed...

time consuming. We decided that there had to be a better way, then we set out to design it.

we have had to undertake quite

The result is zap MY stock - a low cost, simple to use stocktake add-on that integrates with

a few processes to complete our

your existing MYOB AccountRight Live Plus or Premier to reduce the burden of stocktaking.

monthly stocktakes. Firstly we
had to have all staff stay back for
a minimum of five hours after work
to complete a store stocktake.
Our monthly stocktakes are now
completed in less than an hour...
I couldn't believe how efficient and

Gives Your Stocktake The Edge
Reliable Software,
Versatile Hardware

Simple Stocktaking
in Seven Easy Steps

zapMYstock™ Advantages
•

Reduces time to conduct a stocktake.

You won't believe how simple and quick a

Conducting a stocktake used to be difficult and

•

Eliminates data entry errors.

stocktake can be. You already have your

time consuming, but with

•

Improves efficiency and productivity.

inventory data in MYOB AccountRight Live,

portable barcode terminal like the Casio IT-300, all

so the hard work is done. Using

you need to do is follow these simple steps:

•

Lowers labour and administration costs.

•

Greater stock accuracy.

1: Initial configuration.

•

Conduct more frequent cyclic stocktakes.

2: Create a stocktake file.

•

Rugged and ergonomic portable barcode terminal.

3: Send the stocktake file to one or more portable

•

Simple to use software.

•

Inbuilt barcode printing function.

•

Proudly made and supported in Australia.

and a

and a portable barcode terminal ensures
stock counting and data input errors are
eliminated so you'll have an accurate record
of your inventory levels.

zap MY stock even includes a function for
printing barcode labels on your office printer.
The program also allows you to count your

barcode terminals.
4: Start counting the inventory items with the
portable barcode terminals.

inventory the "old fashioned" way - by writing
down counts on paper.
supports this way of working, but uses the
portable barcode terminal to make it easier.

5: Load the counted items back into the local
stocktake file.
6: View the differences to approve or edit the
counts.

is an innovative program, easy
to learn and easy to use. It has been
designed with the user in mind, knowing that

7: Finally, load the counts back into your MYOB
AccountRight Live company file.

not everyone is comfortable with using
technology.

Markets Served
• Warehouse, Logistics and Supply Chain

• Food Processing

• Manufacturing, Engineering and Fabrication

• Retailers

• Importers and Exporters

• Health

• Wholesalers and Distributors

• Government

quick it was to perform a stocktake."
Sarah Wilson
Operations Manager
Melbourne

